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Inform designed by Davis Design Team
Inform’s effortless beauty is carried throughout a wide range of tables and benches that
uniquely cater to the flexible commercial spaces of the 21st century. These informal, working, communal tables provide all of the functionality needed in a modern space while maintaining an unmatched level of beauty and style.
Craftsmanship that includes solid wood, storage bins, and versatile power options elevate
this line from simple communal tables to functioning, active work spaces. The relaxed, residential design brings a softness to commercial interiors while providing dynamic work spaces. Inform’s elegantly versatile style means it could fit into any environment from a boardroom to a dining room.
Inform’s inviting form features soft radial curves and clean lines. This design, full of simplicity and versatility, works in a variety of spaces and can be paired with any interior trend. Inform is offered in working height and bar height tables, occasional tables, and bench seating.
Supporting the developing ways in which we work and function, Inform offers highly flexible, adaptable options for power solutions and storage. A variety of power options include
mobile units and different power strip options, which include single power outlets and under
surface edge power units. The tables offer storage bins set into the table top to discretely
stow away items. The inset bins also come with power capability and matching lids that are
routed for easy cord management. Inform creates a dynamic, effective work space for all
applications.
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Continued Inform includes a large range of options spanning a scale of price points. Table top options
include veneer with solid wood edge band, veneer with painted edge, Fenix laminate with
painted edge, or solid wood. The range of options allow for a great variety of styles that
Inform can achieve.
Simplicity meets beauty to soften the ambience of casual meeting spaces. Inform utilizes
basic forms and the finest aesthetic standards to create a timeless piece. This design, full
of simplicity and versatility, works in a variety of spaces and can be paired with any interior
trend.
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